The method of product integration is used to obtain solutions to the nonlinear evolution equation u'(t)+A(t)u(t)=0 where {A(t):t G [0, 7"]} is a family of nonlinear accretive operators mapping a Banach space X to itself. The main requirements are that R(I+ XA(t))^cl(D(A(t))), D(A(t)) is time independent, the resolvent (/+¿/í(r))-Ix satisfies a local Lipschitz condition, and that each A(t) satisfies Condition M.
following facts are well known:
WxX-JtfW <||x-/||.
Il/.x -x\\ < X \Ax\ for x G D, C\ D(A).
AJ;X -A)X for x e Dx.
\\Axx\\ ^ \\Ax\\ for x e Dx n D(A).
The following result is due to Crandall and Liggett (1) DiAit)) is independent oft.
(2) RiI+XAit))^diDiAit)))forO<X<X0andte
[0, T]. We shall refer to the above limit as a product integral. In the course of the proof of Theorem A one establishes the existence of a constant Mix) such that (1.3) ¿=i (1.4) tlii + MO'or1 J ^ Mix), ¿=i "
whenever 0^/^fr/eJ, en is sufficiently small, and u, t e [0, T]. (1) DiAit)) is independent of t.
(2) RÜ+XAit))scliDiAit))). Proof.
To ascertain that the conditions of Theorem A are met we modify L by defining L1(m)=£(1+m)(1-(-m). Thus,
To see that the third condition of Theorem A is satisfied, we observe that If we apply any linear functional /e X* to (1.11) and integrate over (0, t) we obtain the equation, f* iujs),f) ds -ixj) + ÍWs/ejejiijs),/) ds = 0; «JO) -x. To see that accretiveness guarantees uniqueness we apply the methods of Kato [7] . Suppose «(/) and i?(?) are solutions satisfying the initial conditions w(0)=a and y(0)=¿>. Set
where /e£(x(0). Since ||x(0ll2 is absolutely continuous i|x(0ll2=||x(0)||2=||a-£||2. Two immediate corollaries follow from Theorem 1.8. Corollary 1.14. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let {Ait):t G [0, £)} be a family of demic/osed accretive operators which satisfy (l)-(3) of the theorem. Then the Cauchy problem (1.7) has a unique strong solution.
Proof.
We need only observe that a demiclosed accretive operator in a reflexive Banach space satisfies Condition M. Proof.
In [16], Webb shows that for t e [0, T) the operator ,4+5(0 is /^-accretive, i.e., RiI+).iA+Bit))) = X for /^0. The local Lipschitz condition on Bit) provides the local Lipschitz condition on the resolvent. Thus, by virtue of Corollary 1.14, we need only show that A is demiclosed. Let {x"}c DiA) and suppose that xn-*-x and Aixn)-^y. By a theorem of Mazur there exists a finite set of real numbers {a,), a>.0, T a,= l, such that Tû^^jj-tj and hence Aiy_a.¡xn+f)-*y. However 2a,xB+i-»-x and thus the closedness of A implies Ax=y.
